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Abstract

With the increasing penetration of distributed renewable energy generation and dynamic electricity pricing schemes, applications for residential demand side management are becoming more appealing. In this work, we present an optimal control model for studying the economic and grid interaction benefits of smart charging of electric vehicles (EV), vehicle-to-grid, and space heating load control for residential houses with on-site photovoltaics (PV). A case study is conducted on 1–10 net zero energy houses with detailed empirical data, resulting in 8–33\% yearly electricity cost savings per household with various electric vehicle and space heating system combinations. The self-consumption of PV is also significantly increased.

Additional benefits through increasing the number of cooperating households are minor and saturate already at around 3–5 households. Permitting electricity transfer between the houses and EV charging stations at workplaces increases self-sufficiency significantly, but it provides limited economic benefit. The additional cost savings from vehicle-to-grid compared to smart charging are minor due to increased battery degradation, despite a significant self-sufficiency increase. If the optimization is conducted without taking the battery degradation cost into account, the added monetary value of vehicle-to-grid can even be negative due to the unmanaged degradation. Neglecting battery degradation completely leads to overestimation of the vehicle-to-grid cost benefit.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/C</td>
<td>air conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEV</td>
<td>battery electric vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHP</td>
<td>combined heat and power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>coefficient of performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHW</td>
<td>domestic hot water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>depth of discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>demand side management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>ethanol-fuel mixture with 10% ethanol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSHP</td>
<td>ground-source heat pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC</td>
<td>heating, ventilation, and air conditioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>internal combustion engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMO</td>
<td>lithium manganese oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>linear programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MG</td>
<td>microgrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILP</td>
<td>mixed-integer linear programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net-ZEB</td>
<td>net zero energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMC</td>
<td>nickel manganese cobalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>probability density function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEV</td>
<td>plug-in electric vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHEV</td>
<td>plug-in hybrid electric vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>photovoltaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>renewable energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>smart charging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEA</td>
<td>Swedish Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHLC</td>
<td>space heating load control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>state of charge of battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRNSYS</td>
<td>Transient System Simulation Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2G</td>
<td>vehicle-to-grid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRE</td>
<td>variable renewable energy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Symbols

\( A \)  
surface area, heat transfer and capacity matrix

\( a_c \)  
capacity severity factor in battery ageing model

\( B \)  
heat transfer and capacity matrix

\( b \)  
battery ageing model fitting parameter

\( C \)  
heat capacity

\( c \)  
specific heat capacity, battery ageing model fitting parameter

\( D \)  
power draw required by EV driving

\( E \)  
energy

\( F \)  
fuel energy

\( f \)  
probability density function

\( G \)  
grid or market interaction power

\( g \)  
vehicle grid-connection indicator

\( H \)  
heat transfer coefficient

\( h \)  
height

\( i \)  
general integer index

\( J \)  
ampere-hour throughput

\( j \)  
general integer index

\( k \)  
general integer index

\( L \)  
battery capacity loss ratio

\( N \)  
number

\( P \)  
electric power

\( p \)  
price, cost

\( Q \)  
ampere-hour capacity of battery

\( R_g \)  
universal gas constant

\( r \)  
driving mode parameter in PEV battery ageing model

\( S \)  
electric power for vehicle charging or discharging in home grid

\( SOC \)  
state-of-charge

\( T \)  
temperature

\( t \)  
time

\( U \)  
voltage, U-value

\( V \)  
volume

\( w \)  
indicator of vehicle location at workplace charging station

\( y \)  
electricity transmission to workplace indicator

\( z \)  
battery ageing model fitting parameter
- $\alpha$: coefficient of performance
- $\alpha_c$: battery ageing model fitting parameter
- $\beta$: matrix in analytic solution of differential equation
- $\beta_c$: battery ageing model fitting parameter
- $\gamma$: matrix in analytic solution of differential equation
- $\gamma_c$: battery ageing model fitting parameter
- $\epsilon$: matrix in analytic solution of differential equation
- $\zeta$: matrix in analytic solution of differential equation
- $\eta$: efficiency
- $\kappa$: supply water temperature coefficient of the heating system
- $\Lambda$: effective surface area of vehicle cabin
- $\mu$: air exchange rate
- $\nu$: battery self-discharge rate
- $\tau$: supply water temperature constant of the heating system
- $\bar{\upsilon}$: total heat transfer factor to interior from radiant floor
- $\Phi$: total thermal power
- $\phi$: thermal power
- $\varphi$: passive heat gain
- $\Psi$: total electric power in electric heating or cooling
- $\psi$: electric power in electric heating or cooling
Specialized terms and abbreviations:

**Subscripts and superscripts**

- **0**: reference value
- **+**: charging, heating
- **−**: consumption, cooling, discharging
- **ac**: activation
- **app**: appliance
- **b**: battery, buy
- **c**: cabin
- **cell**: cell
- **Ca**: Carnot
- **d**: degradation
- **do**: door
- **dhw**: domestic hot water
- **e**: exterior (ambient air)
- **F**: fuel
- **f**: fee, floor
- **fl**: floor
- **g**: ground, going to work
- **HVAC**: heating, ventilation and air conditioning
- **h**: house
- **i**: interior
- **in**: inlet
- **m**: market
- **max**: maximum
- **min**: minimum
- **ppl**: people
- **r**: retail, returning from work
- **ro**: roof
- **s**: sell
- **sol**: solar
- **sup**: supply
- **system**: system
- **ref**: reference value
- **v**: vehicle
- **w**: work
- **wa**: wall
- **wi**: window
1. Introduction

Concerns about climate change drive the use of variable renewable energy (VRE) in electricity production, most notably solar and wind generation [1]. Without additional flexibility, large scale VRE generation cannot be fully utilized without compromising power system reliability and safety [1].

Demand side management (DSM) can compensate for lack of flexibility by establishing control of the consumption. Ideal DSM appliances have a lot of idle time and are shiftable, i.e. the exact timing of their power draw is irrelevant to the end user. Therefore, space heating and heating domestic hot water (DHW) with heat pumps and thermal energy storage (TES), and charging plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) are promising candidates for DSM applications [2]. Moreover, they fit with electrification of transport and heating sectors, and energy efficiency of buildings, which are seen as key pathways to low-carbon energy systems along with increase in VRE use [3]. Heat pumps are a well-established technology rapidly growing its market share, with a total thermal capacity of 66.3 GW in Europe in 2014 and 10% annual growth [4, 5]. The required thermal energy storage can come from building mass or separate thermal storage devices, both of which are well-established technologies [6]. Plug-in electric vehicles are marginal at the moment, with 180 000 vehicles or 0.02% of total passenger car stock worldwide in 2012, but they are expected to grow their market share to over 20 million vehicles by 2050 [7].

Since PEVs represent a significant extra load for the utility grid [8], smart charging (SC) will be a crucial part of vehicle electrification in order to avoid adverse effects of uncoordinated charging on the utility grid, e.g. power losses and voltage deviations [9, 10, 8]. In addition to avoiding overloading the power grid, SC can provide benefits such as cost savings [11], peak load reduction [12], and increased battery lifetime by avoiding high SOC (state of charge) values [13]. As most privately owned vehicles spend significant amounts of time parked [14, 8], a controlled fleet of grid-connected PEVs could provide a significant contribution to the flexibility of power systems for e.g. ancillary services or balancing VRE sources [16, 8]. Balancing VRE production with PEVs would also increase the renewable energy share of PEV energy consumption, required for the full environmental benefits of PEVs [7]. Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) augments SC by feeding electricity from the PEVs back to the grid, making the PEVs distributed short-term electricity storages with high potential as a buffer for VRE generation or as a peak power resource [16]. However, the additional cycling due to V2G decreases the battery lifetime [8].

This work presents a model for quantifying the economic and grid interaction benefits achievable with SC, V2G and space heating load control (SHLC) for residential prosumers with photovoltaic (PV) generation. More specifically, a linear programming (LP) model of a 1–10 household residential microgrid (MG) with PEVs and PV generation is constructed, and cost-optimal control of the PEV and space heating and cooling loads is solved. Space heating and cooling are provided energy-efficiently with ground-source heat pumps (GSHP) and ground source free cooling. Battery degradation is included in the model.
A case study on energy-efficient net zero energy buildings (net-ZEB) set in Norrköping, Sweden is conducted with several combinations and dimensionings of the technologies, using detailed empirical data.

The overall topic of optimal operation of flexible energy systems with VRE has been widely studied [2]. To name a few examples, studies have considered shiftable loads in a microgrid with wind and PV [17], electrical storages in an island network with PV [18], hybrid energy systems with VRE, electricity generation and storage [19], and nuclear hybrid energy systems with VRE and storage, small modular reactors and gasoline production or water desalination [20].

More specifically, applications for heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) load control have also been widely studied. Studies range from grid ancillary services [21, 22, 23] to economic energy management [24, 25] both in commercial and residential buildings. HVAC control with VRE at building or microgrid level has been studied by several authors. A laboratory test has been performed with a heat pump and TES in a net-ZEB with VRE [26]. Cost-optimal and rule-based control of a heat pump with TES and stationary batteries and shiftable loads has been studied [27]. Heat pump control in a dwelling with PV, TES and a PEV charged overnight has been studied [28]. Flexibility of a net-ZEB with PV, a heat pump and TES has been quantified with rule-based controls [29]. Use of building thermal mass as a buffer for voltage control with high PV penetration has been demonstrated [30]. Optimal control of a residential energy system including PV a heat pump and TES has been studied, including stochastic optimization with uncertain weather data [31]. A model predictive controller has been presented for HVAC, electricity storage and a distributed generator with PV in a residential building [32]. Optimal control and sizing of a heat pump, electric boiler and TES with PV has been studied [33]. Operation of HVAC, shiftable loads, and a battery has been optimized with PV [34]. Simulations with rule-based control of heat pumps and TES in building cooling with PV have been conducted [35]. TES has been studied as a power sink for excess PV production with a heat pump or electric boiler [36]. The operation of batteries and cooling with TES has been optimized in an office building with PV, taking forecast error into account [37]. At microgrid scale, HVAC load control has been studied with stationary electric storage in a 3-building microgrid [38], and with shiftable loads in a 1000-resident microgrid with PV and wind [39]. Optimal sizing and operation of a microgrid consisting of service and residential buildings including PV, wind, electric boiler and TES has been studied [40]. TES in DHW consumption has been studied with rule-based control in a 33-dwelling neighborhood [41].

Studies on the various applications of PEV smart charging are also numerous and include wind [42, 43] and PV [44] integration on a national scale, as well as providing grid ancillary services using thousands of PEVs [45, 46]. VRE integration using PEVs has been studied by Honarmand et al. [47] in a microgrid with also micro-turbines and fuel cells, reducing the permitted cycling of older PEV batteries to prevent battery degradation. PEV smart charging has been studied in combination with stationary batteries with VRE in commercial microgrids,
without explicitly modeling battery wear or thermal dynamics [48, 49]. VRE integration and energy management of PEVs in a MG has also been studied by Su et al. [50], using two-stage stochastic optimization to account for the VRE uncertainty. Stochastic coordination of PEVs with wind power in a MG has also been studied [51], with only SOC limits for the battery. PEV smart charging and stationary batteries have also been studied in a single household with PV, without modeling battery wear [52]. Optimal energy management in a single household with PEV smart charging and VRE generation has also been studied, including simple battery wear cost calculations for the PEVs [53, 54]. Ouammi [55] studied a MG with PEVs, electric energy storage and micro-CHP (combined heat and power), without direct modeling of battery degradation. PHEVs with micro-CHP and TES have also been studied with probabilistic optimization, without taking battery degradation into account [56]. Demand side management in 10-household cooperatives with PEVs and shiftable loads with PV has been studied [57]. PEVs have also been studied for MG voltage balancing and frequency control with VRE in islanded operation [58].

The adverse effect of battery degradation on the economics of energy arbitrage with V2G was identified by Peterson et al. [59]. However, the battery degradation model was based on cycling at room temperature. The feasibility of V2G as a peak power resource considering battery ageing has been studied [60], taking ambient temperature into account but without any battery thermal management. A battery degradation model for PEVs neglecting battery temperature was proposed has been used for optimizing residential V2G with PV [61]. PEV optimization with PV and wind power has also been studied in a reconfigurable microgrid with a simple battery degradation model, neglecting battery temperature [62]. V2G programs have also been simulated with a battery wear model neglecting battery temperature [63]. However, battery thermal management is important for battery performance and lifetime, and ambient temperature has significant impact on PEV utility [64, 65, 66].

While many studies dedicated to SHLC model building thermal dynamics and the HVAC systems in more detail and with greater time resolution than the proposed model, they do not consider PEV smart charging and often span a limited time period, less than a year. Household energy management studies including PEV smart charging on the other hand often either omit SHLC entirely, or account for it approximately without considering the actual thermal dynamics of the houses. Similarly, the effect of battery and ambient temperatures on the PEV utility and battery degradation are often neglected. Scalability of the benefits gained by aggregating multiple households together to a cooperative community has been studied with shiftable loads [67] and stationary batteries with micro-CHP and thermal energy storage [68], additionally with air conditioning [69]. Aggregating office buildings with controlled air conditioning has also been studied [70, 71]. However, the benefits of aggregation in a residential microgrid have not been studied with PEVs or SHLC.

The new contributions of this work can thus be summarized as follows:

• Combining SC/V2G and SHLC technologies modelled with thermal dy-
Figure 1: The energy flows within the modelled microgrid (MG). The circles represent controllable devices, the diamonds represent electricity infrastructure, and the squares represent required uses for energy in the MG.

- Modelling of the PEV utility and battery degradation, accounting for the varying usage and temperatures.
- Cost-optimal control in net-ZEBs with PV with hourly time resolution spanning an entire year.
- Scalability of the benefits of a centrally managed residential smart neighborhood with these technologies.

2. Energy management model, optimal control method and data

The modelled microgrid (MG) consists of a number of households ranging from 1–10 with one PEV in each household. Figure 1 presents an illustration of the energy flows within the modelled MG, where the house heating and cooling systems and the PEVs are treated as controllable loads capable of scheduling their behaviour according to the requirements of the MG central controller.

2.1. Space heating

The detached houses are modeled with a thermal two-capacity model for simplicity and computational efficiency, illustrated in Figure 2. The two-capacity
model can predict indoor temperature dynamics with a reasonable accuracy [72].

The concrete slab floor contains most of the heat capacity of typical single-family houses in southern Sweden [73], hence the rather light, wooden other parts of the envelope are lumped to the indoor air node. The houses are assumed to be rectangular and single-storey, as well as to have plinth foundations [74], allowing us to use the same external temperature time series for the heat losses through the floor as through the rest of the house exterior. The houses in the MG are modelled to have hydronic radiator or floor heating systems with a GSHP used for both heating and cooling, as illustrated in Figure 3. The GSHP is employed for energy-efficient electric heating and cooling: it is set up in variable condensing and provides ground source free cooling. This way, space heating, cooling and DHW are all provided efficiently.

The energy balances of the two-capacity model are given by

\[ C_i \frac{dT_i}{dt} = \Phi^\pm_i + H_{ie}(T_e - T_i) + H_{if}(T_f - T_i), \]

\[ C_f \frac{dT_f}{dt} = \Phi^\pm_f + H_{fe}(T_e - T_f) + H_{if}(T_i - T_f). \]

C are the heat capacities and T the temperatures of the interior (i), floor (f), and ambient air (e) nodes. H are the heat transfer coefficients between the

![Figure 2: The detached house thermal model.](image)
nodes, and $\Phi^{\pm}$ are the heat powers to/from each node from heating/cooling:

$$\Phi^{\pm}_i = P_{\text{app},h,t} + \varphi_{\text{ppl},h,t} + \varphi_{\text{sol},h,t} + \alpha^+_h \psi^+_{h,t} - \alpha^-_h \psi^-_{h,t}, \quad (3)$$

$$\Phi^{\pm}_f = 0. \quad (4)$$

$\psi^+_{h,t}$ and $\psi^-_{h,t}$ are the heating (+) and cooling (−) equipment electric power draws respectively, $\alpha^+_h$ and $\alpha^-_h$ the corresponding coefficients of performance (COP), and $P_{\text{app},h,t}$, $\varphi_{\text{ppl},h,t}$ and $\varphi_{\text{sol},h,t}$ are the passive heat gains from appliances (app), inhabitants (ppl), and solar radiation (sol) respectively. The powers in Eq. (3)–(4) are for radiator heating systems; for floor heating systems, $\alpha^+_h \psi^+_{h,t}$ is applied to the floor node instead of the interior node. Cooling is provided to the interior node regardless of the heating system. Assuming constant powers $\Phi^{\pm}$ over the simulation time step, the differential equation system is linear and can be solved analytically. See Supplementary Information for the solution.

The appliance and lighting electricity consumption time series $P_{\text{app},h,t}$ are from an empirical measurement campaign in Sweden [75], see Supplementary

---

Figure 3: The modeled hydronic heating system with a ground source heat pump for both space and DHW heating. Cooling is done by ground source free cooling, i.e. circulating heat-transfer fluid from the borehole through heat exchangers in the ventilation.
Information for details. The passive heating power of the residents $\varphi_{ppl,h,t}$ is calculated based on a typical Swedish daily schedule from 1990/91 [76] and average heat gains of the different activities [77]. Newer statistics from 2010/11 [78] don’t present an applicable average daily schedule, but show no changes from the 1990/91 survey that are significant at an hourly time resolution. The passive solar heat gains $\varphi_{sol,h,t}$ were calculated with ALLSOL [79] with solar radiation data from the Norrköping-SMHI weather station (59°N, 16°E) [80].

The parameters of the building envelopes are from TABULA building typology for Sweden [73]. Parameters corresponding to advanced refurbishment for energy efficiency have been used. See Supplementary Information for details on the building and heating system models.

The temperatures and electric powers are constrained to enforce strict thermal comfort of the occupants and maximum power of heating and cooling devices:

$$T_{\text{min},i} \leq T_{i,h,t} \leq T_{\text{max},i} \quad \forall h,t,$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (5)

$$T_{\text{min},f} \leq T_{f,h,t} \leq T_{\text{max},f} \quad \forall h,t,$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (6)

$$0 \leq \psi_{h,t}^+ \leq \psi_{\text{max},h,t} - \psi_{\text{dhw},h,t} \quad \forall h,t,$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (7)

$$0 \leq \psi_{h,t}^- \leq \psi_{\text{max},h} \quad \forall h,t.$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (8)

The floor node temperatures are constrained between 19 and 29 °C according to thermal comfort standards [81], and the interior node temperatures between 20 and 22 °C [75]. The term $\psi_{\text{dhw},h,t}$ is the electricity consumption of heating DHW with the heat pump. The DHW tank is not used for flexibility in the model, and essentially only affects the maximum controllable power of the heat pump (see Supplementary Information for details).

### 2.2. Plug-in electric vehicles

The PEV model in this work considers both regular PEVs and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) with a series powertrain. The model comprises of simulation of driving schedules based on statistical data, electricity balance and thermal models of the vehicle and battery, and a semi-empirical model of battery degradation. The parameters of the model are presented in Supplementary Information.

The electricity balance of a PEV is

$$\frac{dE(t)}{dt} = \eta_b \eta_c (P^+ + \eta_F F^+) - P^- - D^- - \psi^\pm - \nu E(t),$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (9)

where $\nu$ is the self-discharge rate of the battery system [82], $E(t)$ is the energy stored in the battery of the vehicle, $\eta_b$ is the battery charging and discharging efficiency, and $\eta_c$ is the efficiency of the on-board battery charger. $P^+$ and $P^-$ are the total charging ($^+$) and discharging ($^-$) power terms respectively, $\eta_F$ is the fuel-to-electricity efficiency of the internal combustion engine (ICE) and $F^+$ is the fuel energy consumption term, $\psi^\pm$ is the total electric power draw of the battery and cabin thermal elements, and $D^-$ is the power draw
required for driving. Assuming constant powers over the simulation time step, the linear differential equation can be solved analytically (see Supplementary Information).

The thermal behavior of the vehicles is modeled using a two-capacity model similar to that of the houses, illustrated in Figure 4. The linear differential equation system is solved analytically assuming constant powers over the simulation time step (see Supplementary Information).

The battery and cabin total thermal power terms consist of separate decision variables for the electric power draws of the different thermal elements as follows:

\[
\Phi_{b,v,t}^+ = \alpha_b^+ \eta_b \psi_{b,v,t}^+ - \alpha_b^- \eta_b \psi_{b,v,t}^- \quad \forall \ v, t,
\]

\[
\Phi_{c,v,t}^+ = \alpha_c^+ \eta_c \psi_{c,v,t}^+ - \alpha_c^- \eta_c \psi_{c,v,t}^- \quad \forall \ v, t,
\]

where \(\alpha_b^+, \alpha_b^-, \alpha_c^+\) and \(\alpha_c^-\) are the COPs for the heating (\(+\)) and cooling (\(-\)) elements of the battery (\(b\)) and cabin (\(c\)) thermal systems, and \(\psi_{b,v,t}^+, \psi_{b,v,t}^-, \psi_{c,v,t}^+,\) and \(\psi_{c,v,t}^-\) are the corresponding electric power draws. The total electric power draw of the battery and cabin thermal elements is calculated simply as

\[
\psi_{v,t} = \psi_{b,v,t}^+ + \psi_{b,v,t}^- + \psi_{c,v,t}^+ + \psi_{c,v,t}^- \quad \forall \ v, t.
\]

Figure 4: The two-capacity PEV thermal model.
The thermal modeling of the vehicles is based on previous studies [64, 65], and the values of the thermal parameters are based on [83].

The driving patterns that determine the driving consumption $D_{v,t}$ are generated using inverse transform sampling of cumulative distribution functions based on Swedish travel survey statistics [84]. See Supplementary Information for details.

Experimental data related to the technical specifications and driving consumptions of the modeled vehicles were obtained from [85]. The energy consumption of the drivetrain $D_{v,t}$ is assumed to be independent of the ambient temperature, and is calculated by multiplying the distances driven, as determined by the generated driving patterns, with the average energy consumption per kilometre of the vehicle. The used values have been measured at 23° C with air conditioning off for the urban dynamometer driving schedule [85]. The increased energy consumption while driving in cold or hot ambient temperatures is thus only accounted for by the cabin and battery thermal management systems.

The constraints for the PEV decision variables are presented in Table 1, where $SOC_{min}$ and $SOC_{max}$ are the minimum and maximum permitted states of charge (SOC) of the PEV batteries, $L_{v,t}$ is the cumulative battery degradation ratio, $g_{v,t}$ is a binary time series indicating whether vehicle $v$ is grid-connected on hour $t$, $w_{v,t}$ is a binary time series indicating whether the vehicle is located at the workplace charging station, and $h_v$ is a binary coefficient corresponding to whether vehicle $v$ is a hybrid. $y$ is a binary constant that indicates whether an electricity transmission agreement from the MG to workplace is in place. In order to correctly account for the interactions between the PEV, the MG and the utility grid, the total charging and discharging power terms are separated.

### Table 1: PEV constraints, valid for all vehicles $v$ and time steps $t$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint Description</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery SOC with capacity fade</td>
<td>$SOC_{min}(1 - L_{v,t})E_{max,v,0} \leq E_{e,t} \leq SOC_{max}(1 - L_{v,t})E_{max,v,0}$ (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery temperature</td>
<td>$T_{min,b} \leq T_{b,v,t} \leq T_{max,b}$ (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabin temperature when driving</td>
<td>$T_{min,c} \leq T_{c,v,t} \leq T_{max,c}$ if $D_{v,t} &gt; 0$ (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric power of battery and cabin heating and cooling devices</td>
<td>$0 \leq \psi_{v,t}^+ \leq \psi_{max,v}^+$ (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total charging/discharging</td>
<td>$0 \leq \psi_{v,t}^- \leq \psi_{max,v}$ (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging/discharging in the MG</td>
<td>$0 \leq P_{v,t}^+ \leq g_{v,t}P_{max,v}$ (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging/discharging at the workplace</td>
<td>$0 \leq P_{v,t}^- \leq g_{v,t}P_{max,v}$ (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE power for PHEVs</td>
<td>$0 \leq F_{v,t}^+ \leq h_vF_{max,v}$ (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICES power for PHEVs</td>
<td>$0 \leq F_{v,t}^- \leq h_vF_{max,v}$ (21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
into further decision variables as
\[ P^+_v,\tau = S^+_v,\tau + G^+_v,\tau \quad \forall v,\tau, \]  
\[ P^-_v,\tau = S^-_v,\tau + G^-_v,\tau \quad \forall v,\tau, \]  
where \( S^+_v,\tau \) and \( S^-_v,\tau \) are charging and discharging terms between the PEV and the MG, and \( G^+_v,\tau \) and \( G^-_v,\tau \) the corresponding terms between the PEV and the utility grid.

A PHEV duty cycle ageing model for 3.75 V, 15 Ah pouch NMC-LMO/graphite cells [86] is employed for battery degradation. Blending NMC to LMO cathodes combines the benefits of the two materials, increasing e.g. cycle life compared to LMO [86]. The two vehicles modeled directly in this work, Nissan Leaf and Chevrolet Volt, have LMO cathodes in their batteries [85], and have also been reported to adopt NMC-LMO blended cathodes [87, 88, 89]. Other models for estimating the battery state-of-health have also been presented, e.g. [90].

The model [86] describes the total capacity fade percentage of a cell due to cumulative Ah-throughput \( J \). To allow for variable temperature in our model, we formulate it in terms of additional capacity fade on simulation time step \( t \), with \( L_{v,t} \) indicating the total capacity fade ratio:
\[
L_{v,t+1} = L_{v,t} + \frac{1}{100} a_c \exp \left( -\frac{2E_{ac}}{R_g (T_{b,v,t+1} + T_{b,v,t})} \right) (J^z_{v,t+1} - J^z_{v,t}),
\]  
where
\[
a_c = \alpha_c + \beta_cr^b + \gamma_c (SOC_{min} - SOC_0)^c.
\]  
The terms \( \alpha_c, \beta_c, \gamma_c, SOC_0, c, \) and \( z \) are dimensionless constants used in fitting the model, \( E_{ac} \) is the cell activation energy for the capacity fade process, \( R_g \) is the universal gas constant, \( J_t \) is the Ah throughput of a cell in the battery system, and \( r \) is a parameter that determines whether the vehicle is driven in charge-depleting or charge-sustaining mode. For simplicity, the PHEVs are assumed to always operate in charge-depleting mode. This is a good approximation, as the ICE share of PHEV electricity is only in the order of 1% with the studied controls. The cell temperature is averaged over two subsequent time steps in order to smooth the effects of the hourly time step, limited by data availability.

The Ah throughput of a cell \( J_t \) is approximated as
\[
J_{v,t} \approx \frac{Q_{cell}}{Q_{system}} \frac{\Delta t}{U} \sum_{k=1}^{t} \left[ \eta_c (P^+_v,\tau + \eta_F P^+_v,\tau + P^-_v,\tau + D^-_v,\tau + \Psi_{v,k}^\pm) \right],
\]  
where \( U \) is the nominal voltage of the battery system, and \( Q_{cell} \) and \( Q_{system} \) are the rated Ah capacities of the individual battery cell and the battery system, respectively. An ideal battery pack is assumed: all the cells are drained equally and their temperatures are equal.
The marginal cost due to degradation of operating the battery in €/Wh is obtained by differentiation of the degradation model \[^{[86]}\] with respect to \( J \), converting Ah units to Wh with the nominal voltage approximation, and multiplying with cost of Wh capacity \( p_b \).

\[
p_{d,v,t} = p_b \frac{E_{max,v,0}}{U} \frac{Q_{cell}}{Q_{system}} \frac{1}{100} \exp \left( - \frac{2Eac}{R_g(T_{b,v,t} + T_{b,v,t})} \right) J_{v,t}^{z-1}. \tag{32}
\]

The cost is a decreasing function of the cumulative Ah throughput \( J_{v,t} \), as \( z = 0.48 \). \[^{[86]}\]

Since the battery degradation model in Eq. (29) is nonlinear, it cannot be explicitly included in the LP model. However, because battery degradation is a rather slow cumulative process, we can include it iteratively without causing a significant error as follows:

1. Calculate the initial battery degradation time series \( L_{v,t} \) with an initial guess of PEV usage.
2. Perform the LP optimization using \( L_{v,t} \) to constrain the battery SOC.
3. Calculate a new \( L'_{v,t} \) using the optimized PEV usage.
4. Perform the LP optimization using \( L'_{v,t} \) to constrain the battery SOC.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until convergence or for a predetermined number of iterations.
6. Calculate the final \( L''_{v,t} \) based on the latest optimization results.

Iterating the battery degradation in this manner only seems to reach convergence with a maximum of three PEVs, probably because with multiple PEVs the LP optimization can alternate between them based on which one has the least strict SOC constraints. However, even with only a few iterations the mismatch between the PEV battery SOCs and the battery degradation becomes reasonably small. Three iterations were used for the results presented in this work, resulting in total excess of PEV battery capacity in the order of 1 % of total PEV charge or less. The optimal controls use the corresponding baseline PEV use as the initial guess; for the baseline simulations, the initial guess is zero use.

### 2.3. Microgrid energy balance, objective functions and solution scheme

The microgrid (MG) electricity balance is set by the equality constraint

\[
\sum_v [S^+_{v,t} - \eta_b \eta_c S^-_{v,t}] + \sum_h [\psi^+_{h,t} + \psi^-_{h,t}] + G_{s,t} - G_{b,t} = -\sum_h [P_{app,h,t} + \psi_{dhw,h,t}] + P_{sol,t} \quad \forall t, \tag{33}
\]

where the grid connection variables for buying electricity from the utility grid to the MG \( G_{b,t} \) and selling excess electricity from the MG into the utility grid \( G_{s,t} \) are constrained according to

\[
0 \leq G_{s,t} \leq G_{max} \quad \forall t, \tag{34}
\]
\[
0 \leq G_{b,t} \leq G_{max} \quad \forall t. \tag{35}
\]
The maximum power capacity of the connection between the MG and the utility grid $G_{max}$ is scaled based on the number of modelled households $N_h$ in the MG as

$$G_{max} = 24 N_h \, \text{kW}. \quad (36)$$

The 24-kW connection capacity per household corresponds to three-phase power with 35-A main fuses and a phase voltage of 230 V.

The residential MG sells electricity at the hourly day-ahead market spot price $p_{m,t}$ [91], buys electricity at the retail price $p_{r,t}$, and pays $p_{F,t}$ for electricity from PHEV combustion engines. All energy throughput of the battery incurs battery degradation cost $p_d$. The objective function used in this work is a total cost minimizing function

$$f_{cost} = \sum_t \left\{ \sum_v \left[ (p_{r,t} + p_{d,v,t})G^+_{v,t} - (\eta_c \eta_b p_{m,t} - p_{d,v,t})G^-_{v,t} ight. ight.$$

$$+ (p_{F,t} + p_{d,v,t})F^+_{v,t} + (p_{d,v,t} + p_f w_{v,t})(S^+_{v,t} + \eta_c \eta_b S^--_{v,t}) + p_{d,v,t} \Psi_{v,t}^\pm 
$$

$$\left. + p_{r,t}G_{b,t} - p_{m,t}G_{s,t} \right\}. \quad (37)$$

The additional fees $p_f$ include distribution cost and electricity tax, and apply on top of the day-ahead market price in the retail price

$$p_{r,t} = 1.25 \times (p_{m,t} + p_f), \quad \forall t, \quad (38)$$

where the multiplier of 1.25 accounts for value-added tax [91]. The same fees $p_f$ are applied to transmission of power between the MG and the PEV when the PEV is at work, as determined by the time series $w_{v,t}$.

Hourly electricity day-ahead market prices for Sweden in 2005–2006 used in this work were obtained from Nord Pool Spot [92]. Fuel price data was obtained from the Weekly Oil Bulletin statistics by the European Energy Commission [93]. The fuel prices used in this work are tax-inclusive EU weighted weekly average prices of Euro-Super 95 petrol from 2005–2006, which were linearly interpolated to daily values that change at midnight, as is typical for gasoline stations. The energy content in the fuel is calculated with a typical energy density of gasohol E10 of about 9.2 kWh/l [94], and the PHEV ICEs are assumed to have 30% energy conversion efficiency [95]. Electricity produced by the ICE costs around 4 times the retail price of electricity.

The optimized scheduling of the PEVs and the HVAC systems is compared against a baseline scenario where PEV charging and HVAC systems are optimized separately to minimize their energy consumption. This way, the comparison shows the effect of flexibility in the cost-optimization, without significant additional energy efficiency gains. Gains compared to conventional thermostat controls could be higher.

The baseline PEV charging schedule is calculated by minimizing the usage of the battery

$$f_{PEV} = \sum_t \sum_v \left[ -0.1E_{v,t} + P^+_{v,t} + P^-_{v,t} + 10 F_{v,t}^+ \right], \quad (39)$$
with an incentive term for keeping the batteries as full as possible and a penalty term for fuel usage. The incentive term is used to simulate range anxiety of the driver, and conventional PEV charging, which charges the battery to complete charge at full power. The fuel use is penalized since it is always more expensive to use fuel to recharge the PHEVs if electricity is available. The PEV baseline optimization with Eq. (39) only uses the PEV constraints in Eqs. (9)-(31), resulting in each PEV scheduling its charging solely according to its driving pattern.

The baseline HVAC system schedule is calculated by minimizing its electricity consumption

$$ f_{HVAC} = \sum_t \sum_h \left[ \psi^+_{h,t} + \psi^-_{h,t} \right], \quad (40) $$

constrained by Eqs. (1)-(8). When calculating the baseline HVAC behaviour, the interior node temperature is forced to stay at the midpoint of the allowed interval to simulate a less intelligent thermostat system.

All the optimizations in this work are conducted with the horizon of a full year from September 2005 to August 2006, assuming perfect information. The results hence represent the best possible case, or an upper limit to the achievable benefits with limited forecast horizon and accuracy in actual implementation. Analyzing the effects of forecast horizon and error with available forecasts is left for further work. Moreover, the model solves hourly energy balances, as data availability limits the time resolution to hourly. This corresponds to hourly net metering.

The optimal MG energy management problem instances were solved with CPLEX 12.4 for MATLAB on a desktop computer with an Intel Xeon E3-1230 processor and 16 GB of RAM. CPLEX uses simplex and barrier algorithms to solve linear programs [96]. The solver was allowed to select the algorithm automatically in a way that should give best overall performance. A single optimization sequence consists of optimizing the baseline PEV and space heating behaviour, and then optimizing the full MG energy management problem. All the optimizations including PEVs are also iterated three times in order to sufficiently account for the battery degradation, and the final results are then calculated based on the various optimized decision variable time series, as well as the known prices for electricity, transmission and fuel.

The costs of PEV battery degradation are included by calculating the total battery degradation over the year based on Eq. (29) for both the baseline and the cost-optimal PEV use, and then calculating the value of the lost battery capacity using $p_b$. The change in the cost of battery degradation in cost-optimal control vs. baseline is then added into the total electricity costs of the cost-optimal case. This way, the cost of additional battery degradation in the cost-optimal case vs. conventional PEV use in the baseline is visible in the results. The batteries are new at the start of each annual simulation, resulting in faster battery degradation than for used ones, as determined by Eq. (29). Hence, V2G becomes increasingly economical towards the end of each simulation. This is because the cost of the additional battery degradation due to
V2G becomes lower as the battery ages. This is visible in the marginal cost of battery degradation \( [32] \), which is a decreasing function of the cumulative Ah throughput.

**2.4. Examined scenarios**

The energy management optimizations are carried out for four different cases, representing different system infrastructures as follows:

**Case I** represents an individual house with PV generation and a PEV \( (y = 0) \).

**Case II** represents an individual house with PV generation, a PEV, and a hypothetical electricity transmission agreement allowing the household to transfer electricity between the home MG and the workplace charging station for a small fee \( (y = 1) \).

**Case III** represents a cooperative microgrid with PV generation consisting of 1–10 houses each with their own PEV. Electricity is transferred freely between the households, PEVs and PV panels in the microgrid, but there is no transfer to the workplace \( (y = 0) \).

**Case IV** represents the same cooperative microgrid, now with the hypothetical electricity transfer agreement \( (y = 1) \).

Each case is optimized for three different PEV and HVAC system combinations, representing increasing amounts of thermal and PEV battery storage capacities: radiator heating and Chevrolet Volt (floor slab thickness 8 cm), floor heating (slab thickness 8 cm) and Nissan Leaf, and floor heating with improved storage capacity (slab thickness 12 cm) and high-end BEV.

The yearly electricity consumption of the appliances and lighting in the modelled houses varies considerably between around 2.3–11.4 MWh, averaging around 5.7 MWh per year. In order to eliminate unnecessary variability in the results, the electricity consumption time series of each household are normalized to match the mean yearly electricity consumption. Similarly, each house is modeled with a floor area of 145 m\(^2\) and 3.2 inhabitants according to the corresponding mean values of the modeled houses, in order to normalize the HVAC and DHW electricity consumptions of each house. In the cases with multiple modeled houses, the results are averaged over three different orders in which the houses are added into the MG.

Each modeled PEV is assumed to be technically identical and their driving habits are assumed to be the same. The generated driving patterns still vary considerably, resulting in yearly driven distances between 18,000 and 20,000 km per PEV, which is high compared to the average Swedish value, around 12,000–13,000 km per car per year \([97]\). However, this value is calculated based on Swedish road traffic statistics, and includes vehicles that are not used regularly for commuting. Again, in order to eliminate unnecessary variability the yearly kilometers driven by each PEV is normalized to 18,900 km, corresponding to the mean yearly distance driven by the PEVs with the three different driving habits.
generator seeds used in this work. The results are averaged over the different random seeds.

The houses in each scenario are modelled as net zero energy buildings, defined in terms of annual electricity balance: the yearly total PV generation equals the yearly electricity consumption of the modeled houses, including baseline HVAC consumption but excluding PEVs. This results in PV generation capacities of around 10–11 kW per household, slightly depending on the modeled microgrid and HVAC systems. PEV battery value of 260 €/kWh and transmission fees of 50 €/MWh are used.

3. Results

Figure 5 presents the yearly costs, as well as amounts of bought and sold electricity per household for the different cases for SHLC-only and V2G-only optimizations, the other flexibility source with baseline control. In the cases with 1–10 houses, the results are averaged over the different numbers of houses. V2G can achieve 104–203 € (12–20%) and SHLC 66–170 € (8–16%) yearly cost savings per household, depending on the modelled HVAC system and case. V2G provides more savings than SHLC in all configurations except cases I–III with Nissan Leaf and floor heating. V2G decreases the annual sold and bought electricity more than SHLC in all the configurations, indicating that the PEVs are more effective at increasing the self-consumption of locally produced PV electricity. This is expected, as PV generation peaks during the summer, when heating demand is at its lowest. SHLC can use space cooling in the summer, but the flexible electric power in the energy-efficient ground source free cooling is only around 20% that of space heating with the GSHP. Thermal storage in DHW heating could increase the benefits of heating control.

Figure 6 presents the yearly costs, as well as amounts of bought and sold electricity per household for the different cases with cost-optimal control for both PEVs and SHLC. PEV charging is considered both with V2G capability and only SC. In the cases with 1–10 houses, the results are averaged over the different numbers of houses. The yearly savings per household achieved with V2G and SHLC range from 167 € to 340 € (19–33%), depending on the modelled PEVs and HVAC systems. However, the additional cost savings of V2G compared to SC are minor: 4–8 € per household annually, or less than 1 percentage point. V2G provides a considerable increase in self-consumption of the locally produced PV electricity, as observed in the decrease in bought and sold electricity. With the studied prices, this increase in self-sufficiency does not translate to significant cost savings: the benefit of the additional self-consumption is low compared to the cost of additional battery degradation. Similarly, aggregating multiple households or permitting electricity transmission between the home MG and a workplace charging station (cases II-IV) provide significant decrease in bought and sold electricity, but the resulting cost savings are limited.

Sensitivity of the V2G results to battery cost and degradation was studied by running the optimizations at different battery costs, conducting the optimizations without battery degradation but taking it into account in the simulations,
Figure 5: Yearly costs of electricity (a), and bought (b) and sold (c) amounts of electricity per household for the examined cases with only V2G or SHLC optimized, with baseline control for the other resource.

Figure 6: Yearly costs of electricity (a), and bought (b) and sold (c) amounts of electricity per household for the V2G-capable and SC-only optimizations.

and neglecting battery degradation completely. These runs were done with only one order of adding the houses to the MG, as well as with only one driving generator seed.

V2G use is sensitive to increase in the battery cost. Increasing the battery cost from 260 €/kWh to 360 €/kWh causes the high-end BEV to stop
using V2G in addition to SC almost completely, and Nissan Leaf to significantly decrease its V2G use.

V2G is also used excessively in many system configurations if the optimizations are performed without including the estimated cost of battery degradation $p_{d,v,t}$ (Eq. (32)), but the degradation is included in the simulations and the resulting cost is incurred in the final cost. This simulates real-life optimal control without taking battery degradation into account. The excessive V2G use often leads to increase in total cost. When V2G can provide cost benefit compared to SC, it remains limited: 1 percentage point or less. The effects of degradation cost are the most pronounced with the high-end BEV as the degradation cost for given Ah throughput scales with the number of cells in the battery system (Eq. (29)) With the high-end BEV and transmission to workplace, the V2G-capable solution is more expensive per household than the SC-only solution already with the battery value of 260 €/kWh, if both are optimized unaware of the degradation cost. With Nissan Leaf optimized this way, V2G remains slightly less expensive than SC; with Chevrolet Volt, V2G becomes more expensive than SC with the flexibility offered by 5 or more houses and transmission to workplace. Increasing the battery cost to 360 €/kWh, only Chevrolet Volt without transmission to workplace and Nissan Leaf with one house and transmission to workplace can provide cost decrease with V2G compared to SC. At battery cost 450 €/kWh, only Chevrolet Volt with 1 or 3 houses and without workplace transmission can benefit from V2G costwise.

If battery degradation is neglected completely in the model, the results indicate that V2G would provide 2–5 percentage points of cost benefit compared to SC. This shows that neglecting battery degradation can lead to overestimating the cost benefit of V2G, as the additional benefit compared to SC is less than 1 percentage point or even negative if battery degradation is considered. However, new batteries have been used in the simulations, and the degradation slows down and V2G becomes more economical as degradation proceeds (Eqs. (29) and (32)). Degradation could hence hinder the economics of V2G less over the whole life of the vehicle, and V2G with used batteries would be an especially interesting option.

The benefits gained per household when the size of the microgrid is increased are limited, as seen from Figure 7. Results for case IV with V2G are presented, but they are similar for cases III and IV with V2G or only SC. Depending on the modeled PEV and HVAC systems, the additional decrease in yearly costs, as well as bought and sold electricity is only around 1–6 percentage points, with saturation at 3–5 households. However, since the current model operates on perfect information, it is possible that aggregating multiple households could help to reduce the effects of uncertainty in real-life applications. Moreover, the houses considered here are normalized to a large degree, and the driving of the PEVs follows the same probability distribution. Variability among the households could provide more benefits from aggregation in an actual implementation.
4. Conclusions

A physically realistic linear programming (LP) energy management model has been presented for optimizing smart charging (SC) and vehicle-to-grid (V2G), and space heating load control (SHLC) in a residential microgrid with on-site PV generation. The model includes the thermal dynamics of the modelled houses and the plug-in electric vehicles (PEV) explicitly, and capacity fade of the PEV batteries. Energy-efficient space heating and cooling with ground-source heat pumps (GSHP) and ground source free cooling is modeled. The model is generic and applicable for any conditions.

A case study was conducted with the model on a 1–10-household hypothetical microgrid (MG) in Norrköping, Sweden, with detailed empirical data. The temperature dependence of PEV utility is especially important in the cold
climate conditions considered here. PV was dimensioned at 10–11 kW per house to obtain net zero energy houses excluding PEV use. Three PEV–space heating combinations were considered, with battery capacities from 16.5 to 70 kWh per vehicle and increasingly heavy building envelopes.

Significant annual cost savings up to 33% compared to benchmark control were found from cost-optimal control of PEVs and space heating. The benchmark control minimizes the total electricity consumption of space heating and charging and discharging of the PEVs, including incentive terms to simulate conventional PEV charging to full battery capacity, and to minimize expensive fuel use of PHEVs. V2G-capable PEVs were found to offer more flexibility to a residential MG than SHLC systems in terms of yearly cost savings in most system configurations (12–20% and 8–16%, respectively), as well as reducing the yearly amounts of sold and bought electricity. This is expected with a PV installation, as PV production is concentrated to summertime when the demand for space heating and cooling electricity is low with the studied heating system with energy-efficient ground source free cooling.

The added value of V2G compared to only SC in PEVs was found limited, less than 1 percentage point of cost savings. The cost of additional battery degradation decreases the benefit of V2G compared to SC. Moreover, cost-optimizing V2G use without accounting for the costs of battery degradation resulted in excessive V2G use in many system configurations, yielding higher annual cost than only SC. Neglecting battery degradation completely led to overestimating the cost benefit of V2G compared to SC at 2–5 percentage points. These results highlight the importance of taking the additional battery degradation into account in V2G schemes. However, old batteries degrade slower than the new batteries used in the simulations, and considering the whole vehicle life or using old batteries for V2G could make V2G more economical, especially in e.g. reserve markets where flexibility is more valuable than in the day-ahead market considered here.

The cost and energy balance benefits gained by aggregating multiple households into a small centrally managed smart grid were limited. Considering all the extra complexity of centrally managing multiple households, independently managing each household would be preferable from a customer’s point of view. Similarly, the possibility to transfer excess PV generation from the home MG to the workplace PEV charging station only yielded negligible monetary savings with the considered prices, even though the self-consumption was noticeably increased.

The results indicate that significant benefits both in terms of cost and grid interaction are available through optimal control of PEVs and energy-efficient space heating in net zero energy houses powered with PV. As the optimizations were done over a whole year with perfect information, further work should study the effect of forecasts with limited horizon and accuracy. Aggregating households could be useful due to limited accuracy of single-household forecasts [100], as well as to achieve sufficient scale for direct market participation or operating in islanded mode during disturbances. The fully cooperative MG studied here may not be realistic due to conflicting single-household and MG
interests, and a more realistic business model could be e.g. based on advanced metering schemes [101]. Separate thermal energy storage (TES) could significantly increase heating flexibility, especially in the summertime with DHW demand. The nonlinear heat pump COP could be included to the optimization with TES with e.g. piecewise linearisation and mixed-integer linear programming (MILP). V2G could be more economical with old batteries that degrade slower than the new ones used in this work, especially in e.g. reserve markets where flexibility has higher value than in the day-ahead market. Avoiding high SOC values to enhance battery lifetime [13] could make SC and V2G more beneficial. The model could be extended to cover also power fade of batteries [86] if sub-hourly data was available. The accuracy of vehicle consumption modeling could be enhanced to include driving style [65] with more detailed driving data. PEV-specific driving pattern data would also be interesting. Modeling battery operation at low temperature would be especially interesting for the cold climate conditions in this study.
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Flexibility of electric vehicles and space heating in net zero energy houses: an optimal control model with thermal dynamics and battery degradation
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This Supplementary Information contains details on the electricity consumption data, building and HVAC system models and parameters, and PEV models and parameters and driving time series generation.

S1. Electricity consumption data

The appliance and lighting electricity consumption data is from a monitoring campaign by the Swedish Energy Agency (SEA). The electricity consumption at 10-minute resolution of all the major electrical appliances in 201 detached houses and 188 apartments was measured on-site between August 2005 and December 2008 \cite{1}. Most of the households were located in the Mälardalen region (58–59°N, 15–18°E). Even though the study was conducted several years ago, it is reasonable to assume that there have been no significant changes in residential electricity consumption since then, with the possible exception of lighting \cite{2}. Data from ten detached houses measured for a full year was employed in this work. A significant part of the data was used at the simulation time corresponding to actual measurement, but the data had to be partially rearranged to obtain uninterrupted annual electricity consumption from September 2005 to August 2006 for each house. As the space heating and cooling loads of the houses are modeled separately, the resulting error is minor.

S2. Building and HVAC system models and parameters

The following dynamics for the nodes of the modeled houses \textit{h} on time steps \textit{t} are obtained by solving the energy balance equations of the two-capacity model.

\*Corresponding author. Tel.: +358 50 433 1262, e-mail: jyri.salpakari@aalto.fi
The solution is written as equality constraints of an optimization problem.

\[
T_{i,h,t+1} - \epsilon_{h,11} T_{i,h,t} - \epsilon_{h,12} T_{f,h,t} + \frac{\zeta_{h,11}}{C_{i,h}} \left( \alpha_{h,t}^+ \psi_{h,t}^+ - \alpha_{h,t}^- \psi_{h,t}^- \right) \\
= - \frac{\zeta_{h,11}}{C_{i,h}} \left( P_{app,h,t} + \varphi_{ppl,h,t} + \varphi_{sol,h,t} + H_{ie,h} T_{e,t} \right) \quad \forall h, t, \quad (S1)
\]

\[
T_{f,h,t+1} - \epsilon_{h,21} T_{i,h,t} - \epsilon_{h,22} T_{f,h,t} + \frac{\zeta_{h,21}}{C_{i,h}} \left( \alpha_{h,t}^+ \psi_{h,t}^+ - \alpha_{h,t}^- \psi_{h,t}^- \right) \\
= - \frac{\zeta_{h,21}}{C_{i,h}} \left( P_{app,h,t} + \varphi_{ppl,h,t} + \varphi_{sol,h,t} + H_{ie,h} T_{e,t} \right) \quad \forall h, t. \quad (S2)
\]

The coefficients \( \epsilon_{ij,h} \) and \( \zeta_{ij,h} \) are elements of coefficient matrices \( \epsilon_h \) and \( \zeta_h \) on row \( i \) and column \( j \):

\[
\epsilon_h = e^{B_h \Delta t}, \quad \zeta_h = (I - e^{B_h \Delta t}) B_h^{-1}, \quad (S3, S4)
\]

where

\[
B_h = \begin{bmatrix}
- \frac{H_{ie,h} + H_{if,h}}{C_{i,h}} & \frac{H_{if,h}}{C_{i,h}} \\
\frac{H_{if,h}}{C_{f,h}} & - \frac{H_{ie,h} + H_{if,h}}{C_{f,h}}
\end{bmatrix}. \quad (S5)
\]

The above constraints are for radiator heating systems, and for the radiant floor heating systems the floor node is heated instead of the interior node: \( \psi_{h,t}^- \) is multiplied by \( \frac{\zeta_{h,12}}{C_{f,h}} \) instead of \( \frac{\zeta_{h,11}}{C_{i,h}} \) in Eq. (S1), and by \( \frac{\zeta_{h,22}}{C_{f,h}} \) instead of \( \frac{\zeta_{h,21}}{C_{i,h}} \) in Eq. (S2). Cooling is provided to the interior node regardless of the heating system.

The parameters of the building envelopes are from a typical Swedish single-family building built in 1976–1985 in TABULA building typology \[3\]. The period 1976–1985 is the most representative of the 10 SEA houses in TABULA in terms of construction year. The building geometry \[3\] is scaled to the mean floor area of the 10 houses from SEA data, and the mean number of inhabitants in the SEA data is used (Table \[S1\]). The floor node heat capacities \( C_{f,h} \) are calculated as the heat capacity of the concrete slab covering the total floor area \( A_{fl,h} \) of the house, and the interior node heat capacities \( C_{i,h} \) are calculated using the floor heat capacities as follows

\[
C_{f,h} = c_c z_f A_{fl,h}, \quad (S6)
\]

\[
C_{i,h} = C_{ref} A_{fl,h} - C_{f,h}, \quad (S7)
\]

where \( c_c \) is the volumetric heat capacity of concrete, and \( z_f \) is the thickness of the concrete floor slab. Slab thickness of \( z_f = 8 \text{ cm} \) is found to be reasonable.
considering the TABULA reference heat capacity $C_{ref}$ \[^3\], as well as typical underfloor heating system floor slab thickness of around 10 cm \[^4\]. The heat transfer coefficients $H_{ij,h}$ between the temperature nodes $i$ and $j$ are calculated for each house $h$ as follows \[^3\, 5\]

$$H_{if,h} = \bar{\nu} A_{fl,h}, \quad (S8)$$

$$H_{fe,h} = \left[ \frac{1}{U_{fl}} - \frac{1}{\bar{\nu}} \right]^{-1} A_{fl,h}, \quad (S9)$$

$$H_{ie,h} = c_a \mu h_{wa} A_{fl,h} + \sum_{p \in S_m} (U_p + \Delta U_{tb}) A_{p,h}, \quad S_m = \{wi, do, ro, wa\}. \quad (S10)$$

$\bar{\nu}$ is the mean total heat transfer factor between the floor and the interior nodes, calculated with the model in \[^6\] with mid-interval $T_i$ and $T_f$, approximating operative temperature at 1.1 m height with $T_i$. $U_p$ is the TABULA reference U-value of structural part $p$ of house $h$, $A_{p,h}$ is the approximated surface area, $\Delta U_{tb}$ is the extra heat transfer due to thermal bridging, $c_a$ is the volumetric specific heat capacity of air at 20°C, $\mu$ is the TABULA reference air exchange rate, and $h_{wa}$ is the room height \[^7\].

For a radiator system with sufficient oversizing, the supply and return temperatures at $-15$ °C external temperature can be lowered to 55/45 °C, instead of the typical 80/60 °C systems in Sweden \[^8\]. For radiant floor heating systems the supply temperatures can be kept lower due to larger surface area of the floor.

Table S1: Building dimensions used to model the detached houses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N_{ppl,h}$</th>
<th>$A_{fl}$</th>
<th>$A_{wi}$</th>
<th>$A_{do}$</th>
<th>$A_{ro}$</th>
<th>$A_{wa}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>145 m²</td>
<td>25.5 m²</td>
<td>2.3 m²</td>
<td>145 m²</td>
<td>116 m²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table S2: Building thermal parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_c$</td>
<td>Volumetric heat capacity of concrete</td>
<td>639 Wh/Km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_a$</td>
<td>Volumetric heat capacity of air at 20°C</td>
<td>0.34 W/Km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{\nu}$</td>
<td>Mean floor-interior heat transfer factor</td>
<td>8.56 W/Km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{wa}$</td>
<td>Minimum residential dwelling room height</td>
<td>2.4 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{ref}$</td>
<td>Reference heat capacity of a typical house</td>
<td>45 Wh/Km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>Reference air exchange rate</td>
<td>0.5 1/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{wi}$</td>
<td>Reference window U-value</td>
<td>0.76 W/Km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{do}$</td>
<td>Reference door U-value</td>
<td>0.90 W/Km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{fl}$</td>
<td>Reference floor U-value</td>
<td>0.20 W/Km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{ro}$</td>
<td>Reference roof U-value</td>
<td>0.05 W/Km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U_{wa}$</td>
<td>Reference walls U-value</td>
<td>0.15 W/Km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta U_{tb}$</td>
<td>Extra heat transfer due to thermal bridging</td>
<td>0.10 W/Km²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
compared to that of the radiators, with typically 30–45 °C supply temperature at −26 °C external temperature [5]. In this work, the heating system supply temperature $T_{sup,t}$ is modeled as a piecewise linear function of the external temperature as

$$T_{sup,t} = \tau + \kappa T_{e,t}, \quad T_{e,t} \leq 20^\circ C$$  \hspace{1cm} (S11)

$$T_{sup,t} = T_{sup,min}, \quad T_{e,t} > 20^\circ C$$  \hspace{1cm} (S12)

where $\tau$ and $\kappa$ are coefficients that depend on the type of hydronic heating system used.

The supply temperature curve for radiators is based on [8]. To determine the supply curve for floor heating, TRNSYS TYPE 653 simulations were conducted with heat exchanger efficiency $\epsilon = 0.6$ [9]. $T_{sup} - T_f = 10 \, ^\circ C$ was found sufficient to transfer the thermal powers considered in this work (max. 10 kW) with plausible water flow values (max. 1.3 m/s) and pipe sizing (20 mm diameter, 20 cm spacing). The minimum supply temperature is set to $T_{sup,min} = 25 \, ^\circ C$ for radiators and $T_{sup,min} = 39 \, ^\circ C$ for floor heating in order to always allow the houses to be heated, enabling SHLC even in the summer. 45 °C supply temperature at −26 °C is used for floor heating.

The temperature dependent COP of the ground source heat pump $\alpha_{h,t}^+$ is modeled using the COP of a corresponding ideal Carnot heat pump cycle [10][11]

$$\alpha_{h,t}^+ = \frac{T_g - \delta T}{T_{sup,t} + \delta T - (T_g - \delta T)} + 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (S13)

where $\eta_{Ca} = 0.55$ [11] is the Carnot efficiency and $\delta T = 5^\circ C$ [10] is the temperature difference of the heat exchangers.

$T_g \approx 1^\circ C$ is the annual average temperature of the borehole heat transfer fluid at the heat pump evaporator on the 25th year of heat extraction, when the annual average has reached a steady state [12]. It has been obtained from Earth Energy Designer 2.0 [13] simulations of a typical 150 m deep borehole in normal Finnish bedrock, with 20 000 kWh annual heat requirement and no heat extraction in the summertime [12]. The 20 000 kWh annual heat demand closely matches the buildings studied in this work [3], and the 150-m borehole can provide sufficient thermal energy and power for our simulations [14]. The minimum monthly average fluid temperature during the year is approx. −3°C and the maximum 5–7 °C, depending on whether 1000 kWh of cooling is also provided by the borehole annually [12]. This amount of cooling does not affect the annual average $T_g$ significantly [12]. Moreover, lower maximum monthly average fluid temperature would be expected for the case in this work, as heat is extracted in the summertime for DHW. As the heat capacity of the bedrock surrounding the borehole is massive compared to the heat capacity of the buildings, limited benefit is expected from adopting holistic modeling including the ground heat exchangers from models intended for designing GSHP systems [15].

Since the heat pump output temperature is assumed to be fixed to the supply water temperature of the heating system, the heating power is assumed to be
Table S3: HVAC system parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{rad}$</td>
<td>Radiator supply temperature parameter</td>
<td>549.4214 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{rad}$</td>
<td>Radiator supply temperature parameter</td>
<td>-0.8571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{fgh}$</td>
<td>Floor heating supply temperature parameter</td>
<td>350.3768 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa_{fgh}$</td>
<td>Floor heating supply temperature parameter</td>
<td>-0.1304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{\text{max,}h}$</td>
<td>Heat pump maximum electric power</td>
<td>2.5 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_C$</td>
<td>Carnot efficiency parameter of the heat pump</td>
<td>0.55 [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta T$</td>
<td>Heat exchanger temperature difference</td>
<td>5 K [10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_g$</td>
<td>Yearly average borehole water temperature</td>
<td>1°C [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{\text{max,}h}$</td>
<td>Cooling equipment maximum electric power</td>
<td>400 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_h$</td>
<td>Ground source free cooling COP</td>
<td>30 [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{max,}i}$</td>
<td>Maximum interior node temperature</td>
<td>22°C [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{min,}i}$</td>
<td>Minimum interior node temperature</td>
<td>20°C [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{max,}f}$</td>
<td>Maximum floor node temperature</td>
<td>29°C [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{min,}f}$</td>
<td>Minimum floor node temperature</td>
<td>19°C [17]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

controlled solely by adjusting the speed of the circulation pumps. Such controls might require special sizing of the floor heating system in practise.

The electricity consumption of heating DHW with the heat pump is calculated as

$$\psi_{\text{dhw},h,t} = N_{\text{ppl,}h} \frac{\phi_{\text{dhw},t}}{\alpha_{\text{dhw}}}, \quad \forall \, h, \, t,$$

where $N_{\text{ppl,}h}$ is the number of inhabitants in house $h$, $\phi_{\text{dhw},t}$ is the thermal power required per person to heat the DHW and $\alpha_{\text{dhw}}$ is the COP of the heat pump when heating DHW, calculated with Eq. (S13). The heat pump operates in variable condensing between space heating and DHW inside the hourly time step [18].

In this work, the DHW storage tank is modelled as fully mixed at a constant temperature for simplicity, rendering $\alpha_{\text{dhw}}^+$ constant. The thermal power required for the DHW can thus be calculated as

$$\phi_{\text{dhw},t} = V_{\text{dhw},t}(c_{\text{dhw}}T_{\text{dhw}} - c_{\text{in}}T_{\text{in}}) + H_{\text{dhw}}(T_{\text{dhw}} - T_{\text{max,}i}),$$

where $V_{\text{dhw},t}$ is the volume of used DHW per person on hour $t$, $c_{\text{dhw}}$ and $c_{\text{in}}$ are the specific heat capacities and $T_{\text{dhw}}$ and $T_{\text{in}}$ are the temperatures of the hot water and cold inlet water respectively, $H_{\text{dhw}}$ is the heat transfer coefficient between the DHW tank and its surroundings, and $T_{\text{max,}i}$ is the ambient temperature surrounding the tank, approximated here as the constant maximum permitted interior node temperature. $H_{\text{dhw}}$ is calculated for a cylinder with radius-to-height ratio of 1:3, a volume of 180 l, and a U-value of 0.3 $\frac{W}{K\text{m}^2}$ [19]. The DHW tank losses are decoupled from the interior node for simplicity, corresponding to poor heat transfer from the e.g. storage area where the tank is located.
The DHW consumption time-series $V_{dhw,t}$ is constructed using hourly average DHW use profiles for workdays and weekends separately [20]. These profiles are based on measurements by the SEA in the Stockholm area between October 2006 and June 2007 [21], scaled to match the average daily DHW consumption of Swedish one-family houses of 42 l per person [22].

Table S4: DHW parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H_{dhw}$</td>
<td>Heat transfer coefficient to ambient air</td>
<td>0.5387 W/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{in}$</td>
<td>Inlet water temperature</td>
<td>8°C [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{dhw}$</td>
<td>Required hot water temperature</td>
<td>60°C [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{dhw}$</td>
<td>Specific heat capacity of water at 60°C</td>
<td>1.14 kWh/Km(^3) [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{in}$</td>
<td>Specific heat capacity of water at 8°C</td>
<td>1.16 kWh/Km(^3) [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{dhw}$</td>
<td>Heat pump COP for DHW</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S3. PEV models and parameters, and driving time series generation

The analytic solution of the PEV electricity balance equation is:

$$
\frac{\nu}{1 - e^{-\nu \Delta t}} (E_{v,t+1} - e^{-\nu \Delta t} E_{v,t}) - \eta_b \eta_c (P_{v,t}^+ + \eta \Phi_{v,t}^+) + P_{v,t}^- + \Phi_{v,t}^j = -D_{v,t}^- \\
\forall v, t, \quad (S16)
$$

where $v$ indexes the vehicles.

The following equality constraints are obtained by analytic solution of the two-capacity PEV thermal model:

$$
T_{b,v,t+1} - \beta_{11} T_{b,v,t} - \beta_{12} T_{c,v,t} + \frac{\gamma_{12}}{C_b} \Phi_{b,v,t}^+ \\
+ \frac{\gamma_{11}}{C_b} \left[ \Phi_{b,v,t}^+ + (1 - \eta_b) (\Psi_{v,t}^+ + \eta_c P_{v,t}^+ + P_{v,t}^- + \eta \Phi_{v,t}^+) \right] \forall v, t, \quad (S17)
$$

$$
T_{c,v,t+1} - \beta_{21} T_{b,v,t} - \beta_{22} T_{c,v,t} + \frac{\gamma_{22}}{C_c} \Phi_{c,v,t}^+ \\
+ \frac{\gamma_{21}}{C_b} \left[ \Phi_{b,v,t}^+ + (1 - \eta_b) (\Psi_{v,t}^+ + \eta_c P_{v,t}^+ + P_{v,t}^- + \eta \Phi_{v,t}^+) \right] \forall v, t, \quad (S18)
$$

where $T_{b,v,t}$ and $T_{c,v,t}$ are temperatures and $C_b$ and $C_c$ are the heat capacities of the battery ($b$) and cabin ($c$) nodes respectively, $H_{be}$, $H_{bc}$, and $H_{ce}$ are the effective heat transfer coefficients between the nodes, $\Phi_{b,v,t}^+$ and $\Phi_{c,v,t}^+$ are the battery thermal management and cabin A/C total thermal power terms respectively, $\Lambda_c$ is the effective surface area of the cabin, and finally $I_{sol,t}$ is the solar...
irradiance. The coefficients $\beta_{ij}$ and $\gamma_{ij}$ are elements of coefficient matrices $\beta$ and $\gamma$ on row $i$ and column $j$:

$$\beta = e^{A\Delta t},$$

(S19)

$$\gamma = (I - e^{A\Delta t})A^{-1},$$

(S20)

where

$$A = \begin{bmatrix}
-H_{bc} + H_{ce}C_bC_c & \frac{H_{bc}C_b}{C_c} \\
\frac{H_{bc}C_b}{C_c} & -H_{bc} + H_{ce}C_c
\end{bmatrix}.$$

(S21)

The PEV driving patterns that determine the driving consumption $D_v,t$ are generated with probabilistic simulation based on data from a Swedish travel survey [25]. The travel survey was conducted between October 2005 and September 2006 on 41 000 randomly selected participants. Each participant recorded their movements on a single given day. The hourly distribution of journeys during the survey days (Figure S1) is employed here, as the raw travel journal data was not available for this work. Here, a journey is defined as a set of consecutive trips with either residence, workplace or school as final destination. The hourly journey data is categorized according to main purpose, as reported by participants.

Figure S1: The hourly distribution of journeys by purpose [25].

The following assumptions are made to allow for extracting probability density functions (PDF) from the distribution, and determining the distances traveled:

1. The hourly distribution of passenger car journeys is the same as the hourly distribution of all journeys, except for a normalization factor.
2. Each PEV returns to home during the hour starting at 01.00 at the latest.
3. Each PEV goes to and returns from work once every weekday. Work journeys are not made on weekends. The hour starting at 11.00 is the latest hour to go to work, and the hour starting at 12.00 the first one to return from work.
4. Only one journey of each service (s), leisure (l), or other (o) type can be made during a single day.
5. After a service, leisure or other type of journey, the PEVs return to their location prior to the journey.
6. The lengths of the journeys are independent of the PEVs current location.
7. If multiple journeys are made on the same time step, only the longest journey will count.

Assumptions 1–3 allow for straightforward normalization of the work journey distribution to two PDFs for going to and returning from work. The PDFs of the other journey types are normalized with the numbers of corresponding types of journeys with passenger cars, and total traveling. The resulting PDFs are presented in Figure S2.

Figure S2: The journey PDFs. The PDF for work journeys is for weekdays; during weekends the probability is zero.
A PDF for work duration $f_w(\Delta t_w)$ (Figure S3) is obtained from the work journey PDFs for going to work $f_g(t_g)$ and returning from work $f_r(t_r)$:

$$f_w(\Delta t_w) = \sum_{t_g} f_g(t_g) f_r(t_g + \Delta t_w). \quad (S22)$$

Figure S3: The PDF for work duration.

The PEV driving schedules are generated separately for each simulation day with inverse transform sampling of the cumulative distribution functions obtained from the PDFs, in accordance to the above assumptions. Average journey durations and lengths for journeys made by passenger car drivers [25] are employed. All the journeys take 1 h at hourly time resolution. To obtain time series for driving distance, the driving schedules are multiplied by the journey lengths, which are 24–51 km, depending on the purpose.

Tables S6 and S5 contain the technical parameter values used in PEV modeling.
Table S5: Vehicle-independent parameters used for the PEV modelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>Hourly battery self-discharge rate</td>
<td>$10^{-4}$ h$^{-1}$ [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{max,b,v}^+$</td>
<td>Battery heating element max power</td>
<td>300 W [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{max,b,v}^-$</td>
<td>Battery cooling element max power</td>
<td>1400 W [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{max,c,v}^+$</td>
<td>Cabin heating element max power</td>
<td>4000 W [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{max,c,v}^-$</td>
<td>Cabin cooling element max power</td>
<td>1800 W [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_b^+$</td>
<td>Battery heating element COP (PTC heater)</td>
<td>1 [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_b^-$</td>
<td>Battery cooling element COP (liquid cooled)</td>
<td>2.5 [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_c^+$</td>
<td>Cabin heating element COP (PTC heater)</td>
<td>1 [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_c^-$</td>
<td>Cabin cooling element COP (A/C)</td>
<td>2.5 [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_c$</td>
<td>Cabin heat capacity</td>
<td>28.3 Wh K$^{-1}$ [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{ce}$</td>
<td>Heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>22.6 W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda_e$</td>
<td>Effective cabin surface area</td>
<td>0.77 m$^2$ [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{max,c}$</td>
<td>Maximum driving cabin temperature</td>
<td>24°C [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{min,c}$</td>
<td>Minimum driving cabin temperature</td>
<td>16°C [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{max,b}$</td>
<td>Maximum battery temperature</td>
<td>45°C [26, 30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{min,b}$</td>
<td>Minimum battery temperature</td>
<td>15°C [31, 30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SOC_{min}$</td>
<td>Minimum allowed battery SOC</td>
<td>0.25 [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SOC_{max}$</td>
<td>Maximum allowed battery SOC</td>
<td>0.95 [31]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aAround 22°C in [29], excessive when passengers are appropriately clothed.

*bBattery manufacturers allow temperatures down to $-20$ °C for discharging and 0 °C for charging for cells with LMO or NCM cathodes [26]. However, adverse low-temperature effects on battery performance are not significant above 15°C [30], and neither is degradation by Li plating, which the employed battery degradation model cannot describe [31].
Table S6: Vehicle-dependent parameters used for the PEVs modelled in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>2013 Chevrolet Volt (PHEV)</th>
<th>2013 Nissan Leaf (BEV)</th>
<th>High-End BEV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_{max,v,0}$</td>
<td>Nominal battery capacity</td>
<td>16.5 kWh [32]</td>
<td>24.0 kWh [32]</td>
<td>70 kWh [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{system}$</td>
<td>Nominal battery Ah-capacity</td>
<td>45.0 Ah [32]</td>
<td>66.2 Ah [32]</td>
<td>193.1 Ah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_b$</td>
<td>Battery efficiency $^b$</td>
<td>$\sqrt{0.98}$ [32]</td>
<td>$\sqrt{0.98}$ [32]</td>
<td>$\sqrt{0.99}$ [32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{fc}$</td>
<td>On-board charger efficiency</td>
<td>0.91 [32]</td>
<td>0.87 [32]</td>
<td>0.91 [32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_F$</td>
<td>ICE energy conversion efficiency</td>
<td>0.91 [32]</td>
<td>0.87 [32]</td>
<td>0.91 [32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{max,v}^+$</td>
<td>On-board charger max. power</td>
<td>3.1 kW [29]</td>
<td>6.7 kW [29]</td>
<td>11.0 kW [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{max,v}$</td>
<td>Fuel charging max. power</td>
<td>210 kW [32]</td>
<td>0 kW</td>
<td>0 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_b$</td>
<td>Battery heat capacity</td>
<td>$43.57 \frac{\text{Wh}}{\text{K}}$ [32, 36]</td>
<td>$64.11 \frac{\text{Wh}}{\text{K}}$ [32, 36]</td>
<td>$185.9 \frac{\text{Wh}}{\text{K}}$ [32, 36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{bc}$</td>
<td>Heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>$1.049 \frac{\text{W}}{\text{K}}$ [28]</td>
<td>$4.343 \frac{\text{W}}{\text{K}}$ [28]</td>
<td>$8.686 \frac{\text{W}}{\text{K}}$ [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_{bc}$</td>
<td>Heat transfer coefficient</td>
<td>$0.752 \frac{\text{W}}{\text{K}}$ [28]</td>
<td>$3.468 \frac{\text{W}}{\text{K}}$ [28]</td>
<td>$6.936 \frac{\text{W}}{\text{K}}$ [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDSS driving consumption</td>
<td></td>
<td>$157.6 \frac{\text{Wh}}{\text{km}}$ [32]</td>
<td>$125.1 \frac{\text{Wh}}{\text{km}}$ [32]</td>
<td>$170.4 \frac{\text{Wh}}{\text{km}}$ [32]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The High-End BEV is loosely based on the Tesla Model S, as full technical specifications of the Model S were not available, and parameters lacking a reference were scaled from Nissan Leaf parameters according to vehicle weight ratio $^a$, battery capacity ratio or battery area ratio $^a$, $^b$, $^c$.

$^b$The square root of the battery efficiency is used, because the losses are applied equally when both charging and discharging the battery.
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